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The Who Was Supposed To
Ronaldo Vidaurri Jr. sped north up Highway 35 in a Dodge Ram pickup near Pearsall, Texas, after crossing the border from Mexico in March 2019. When he was pulled over by the Frio County Sheriff’s ...
A Border Patrol agent was supposed to guard a U.S.-Mexico checkpoint. He took $400 bribes to smuggle migrants.
Buffalo developer Douglas Jemal met up with couples who were supposed to marry at the Hotel Henry. He gave them reimbursement checks for their lost venue deposits.
Buffalo developer Douglas Jemal gives reimbursement checks to couples who were supposed to be married at Hotel Henry
After being together for a few weeks in spring training, the Red Sox players and manager Alex Cora started saying they would be a better team than was expected. We all should have listened.
‘Where we’re supposed to be’: The Red Sox are a pleasant surprise in nearly every way
The Red Sox made the high school shortstop from California their highest selection in the baseball draft since 1967.
Marcelo Mayer wasn’t supposed to be there for the Red Sox at No. 4, but the MLB Draft had other plans
If you have any information as to the whereabouts of the children, call the Smith Co. Sheriff's Office at (903) 566-6600.
Family offering cash reward for safe return of East Texas children who are supposed to be in CPS custody
Davey Daniel, MD, an oncologist with Tennessee Oncology in Chattanooga, spoke with The American Journal of Managed Care® (AJMC®) about the withdrawal of indications in small cell lung cancer (SCLC) ...
Dr Daniel: “This Is Exactly How the Accelerated Approval Process Is Supposed to Work”
Who are Washingtonians supposed to hate? Your humble advice maven loves nothing more than good old-fashioned municipal enmity. In this fractious, polarized world, few things unite neighbors quite like ...
Ask The Washingtonologist: What City Are Washingtonians Supposed to Hate?
One could only ask, who is supposed to fight for the private sector scientists? The ones that are keynote in the country’s manufacturing industries, on whom products that make Buy Uganda Build ...
Who is supposed to fight for private sector scientists?
the stars align) (And it all makes sense, in your eyes) We're not supposed to know each other yet ...
Not Supposed To Know Each Other
"It's supposed to be a narrowly tailored order, and the court is always supposed to use the least restrictive alternative," Salzman explains. But in Spears' case, she notes, the conservatorship ...
Britney Spears Is Under Conservatorship. Here's How That's Supposed To Work
However, did you know that originally, Asees Kaur who is the female vocalist in the song, was supposed to be featured in the video alongside Gurnazar? Yes, and this fact was disclosed by Gurnazar ...
Did you know originally singer Asees Kaur was supposed to feature with Gurnazar Chattha in ‘Tenu Yaad Karaan’?
“The whole reason Elijah exists is because we couldn’t cast Klaus,” he said. “Klaus was supposed to appear in the episode Elijah appears — it was supposed to be Klaus. But we hadn’t ...
‘The Originals’: Elijah Mikaelson Wasn’t Supposed to Be in ‘The Vampire Diaries’ Universe
Ultimately, when the political class gets involved in what they’re supposed to get involved with, they mess it up. And it’s every single one of us who pays the price. This piece was originally ...
Politicians Doing What They Are Supposed To Do Is A Big Part Of The Problem With Democracy
The SOG Terminus XR shares a name with one of my favorite scenes from The Walking Dead; one that officially made Carol Peletier my spirit animal. On day one, I decided that if this knife wasn’t good ...
Review: the SOG Terminus XR reminded me how an EDC knife is supposed to feel
The Mariners are in Year 3 of theirs, which was sold as a “stepback” because it was supposed to reach fruition quicker than a standard rebuild. When he tore apart the 89-win Mariners team of ...
Mariners were supposed to be emerging from rebuilding mode, but instead there’s plenty of uncertainty
PlayCo today announces their first performance for in-person audiences in over a year: the fifth and culminating iteration of William Burke's Is it Supposed to Last?, co-directed by Burke and Bryn ...
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